Advances in the Treatment of Breast Cancer-Emphasis on fertility preservation-A Case Report
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Abstract

With the recent advances in breast cancer treatment the 5 year survival rates have increased significantly with overall 20yrs survival in developed countries like USA. With further improvement being designed in the treatment of breast cancers with more and more sophisticated models to study breast cancer in human beings using the modern microfluidic models one expects more and younger breast cancer survivors to be needing fertility treatments. Here we review the modern advances in breast cancer treatments and the need for emphasizing on fertility preservation before starting any chemotherapeutic or other management as recommended by both ASO and ASRM. We further discuss the methods of fertility preservation in such young breast cancer patients or models without affecting their 5 years survivals we further report a case of HER2 positive breast cancer patient receiving multiple chemotherapeutic agents followed by radiotherapy where such treatment was not even discussed in a patient of primary infertility before starting treatment like chemotherapy and radiotherapy even in a developing country where cryopreservation of embryos or oocytes was possible just before the treatment if not preserving the ovarian tissue.
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Introduction

After skin cancer breast cancer is the most common cancer in women, with breast cancer being the commonest malignancy in women of reproductive age group [1]. With the recent advances in breast cancer treatment the 5 year survival rate has increased to 89.7% in the United States [2]. With further improvements in the treatment of breast cancer and more sophisticated models one expects there to be an increased number of young women who may require fertility treatments [3-6]. “With newer methods regarding breast cancer treatment, five year survival rates are anticipated to improve as well as 20 year survival rates. Given this, there should be emphasis for the clinician to counsel on fertility preservation as many females after being treated may desire to conceive.” “Here we report a case of a 40yr HER2 neu positive breast cancer patient who received Chemotherapy and Radiation treatment (CRT) a history of primary infertility which was not offered counseling regarding reproductive options.

Advances in Breast Cancer Treatment

Transtuzumab

Transtuzumab is a monoclonal antibody, which is utilized for the therapy of breast cancer which overexpresses the human epidermal growth factor receptor 2 (HER2) oncogene. This is seen in 15-30% of breast cancers and are associated with a poor prognosis [8,9]. In 1998 FDA approved it as a therapy to be used in combination with chemotherapy for metastatic breast cancer [10]. This was done on the basis of a phase III trial which showed that combining standard chemotherapy significantly raised time to progression, response rate, duration of response, along with overall survival in contrast to chemotherapy alone. Also there was a significant increase in disease free interval and OS [11-13]. Thus trastuzumab received FDA approval for treatment of breast cancer
Vascular endothelial growth factor A plays an important role in angiogenesis. The monoclonal antibody bevacizumab targets it. It also increases tumor infiltration by T and B lymphocytes [15,16] and it is supposed to inhibit regulatory T cells (Treg cells) [17]. Bevacizumab got approved as first line treatment of metastatic breast cancer, as shown by clinical trials phase III patients who were HER2 negative and Miller et al. showed in these patients bevacizumab with paclitaxel led to marked increase in PFS and objective response rate [18].

Role of MUC1

Recently we reviewed the role of tecemotide which targets TAA MUC1, WHICH gets overexpressed along with aberrantly glycosylated in >90% adenocarcinomas of lung and breast [19-21] There were different immunotherapies which targeted MUC1, which were assessed [22] There was no improvement in OS with tecemotide as compared to placebo but those who received concurrent chemoradiotherapy followed by tecemotide showed marked increase in survival as compared to those who received sequential CRT. Degregario et al. showed letrozole followed by tecemotide showed improvement in contrast to those who received tamoxifen [23]. Following roughly 20 months of more follow up following concurrent CRT and tecemotide had marked increase in survival [24]. Thus timing of CRT and immunotherapy remains important and monitoring immune status may be essential while designing treatment regimens where tecemotide has to be incorporated with CRT [25,26].

PD-L1

Adezolizumab (MPDL3280A): Adezlizumab is an anti PD-L1 monoclonal antibody, which has shown activity in multiple advanced cancers in phase 1 clinical trials. Antibodies' Fc region is modified so that both antigen dependent cellular cytotoxicity (ADCC) and complement dependent cytotoxicity (CDD) [27] which prevents killing immune cells which also express PD-L1 like activated T cells. Patients with the triple negative breast cancer cohort had an ORR of 19%, with a PFS following 24wks [28].

LAG3

This acts as a good target for immunotherapy because it negatively regulates effector T cells [29]. It is expressed on the membranes of the activated T cells ans is up regulated on exhausted T cells [30]. Main ligand of LAG3 is MHC class II and their interaction may play a role in changing dendritic function [31]. In a phase 1 clinical trial which evaluated a combination of taxane based chemotherapy and IMP321 in women with metastatic breast cancer, a 50% ORR was observed [32].

CEA

CEA is an oncofetal antigen .In a phase II trial reported recently,which compared treatment with PANVACTM in combination with docetaxel in contrast to docetaxel alone in 48 patients having metastatic breast cancer, increased improvement and PFS was found in patients receiving both in contrast to docetaxel alone, although result was not statistically significant it showed some beneficial effects [33]. One finds smaller relapse free intervals in breast cancer patients which overexpress CEA [34].

IDO1

The enzyme Indoleamine 2,3 dioxygenase (IDO) catabolizes the essential amino acid tryptophan and its up regulation has been found to be a mechanism for tumor cell immunoescape. Tryptophan is needed for normal T cell function and once depleted can => immune suppression [35]. The IDO1 enzyme is overexpressed in different malignancies like breast, prostate NSCLC, gastric ovarian cancer [36].

Two small molecules IDO-1 enzyme inhibitors and a peptide based vaccine are being evaluated in clinical trials. Indoximod (1 methyl D tryptophan) combined with docetaxel is being studied in phase 1 clinical trials in solid metastatic tumors. A phase II trial of Indoximod along with docetaxel combination is used as first line treatment for metastatic breast cancer is ongoing [Clinical trials.gov identifier NCT01792050] in addition to a number of other phase II studies for other cancers.

Sialyl Tn-KLH

Sialyl Tn conjugated keyhole-limpet Haemocyanin (SN-KLH) treated with concomitant endocrine therapy gave longer TTP and OS than KLH alone in a phase III double blinded international trial involving 1 1028women with metastatic breast cancer. Further in women who received endocrine therapy those having a median or greater antibody response (titre>1:320 towards ovine submaxillary mucinto the STn –KLH vaccine had significantly longer median OS than those below this titre [37].
Fertility following Breast Ca Treatment

It is well known that chemotherapy directly damages the ovarian follicles and thus the ovarian reserve [38-41]. With endocrine therapy indirect effects are seen. Pregnancy is contraindicated while on hormonal therapy as there is risk of teratogenicity and it hampers the ovulatory and endometrial function=>increased risk of amenorrhea for a short time. Chemotherapy may lead to amenorrhea either temporarily or permanently, with early menopause might be causing loss of ovarian reserve [40]. Various chemotherapeutic agents like cyclophosphamide (Cy) are harmful only in older women and when used in high doses [39,41,42].

Women Receiving doxorubicin along with cyclophosphamide for 4cycles there is decrease in ovarian reserve in <20% of survivors of <40yrs age, in contrast to 20-80% experiencing loss of ovarian reserve who were older [43]. As compared to those receiving first Cy and then docetaxel had highest loss of ovarian reserve 12 months following treatment in contrast to concurrent docetaxel plus Cy (58%) and 38% in doxorubicin and docetaxel [44]. In another study no statistically significant differences of amenorrhea were found between trastuzumab or dose dense regimens every 2weeks [45]. Early referral allows patients to use fertility preservation options in the form of use of cryopreservation cycles and chemotherapy and when possible multiple FP cycles. With earlier referral multiple cycles give advantage for greater oocytes/embryos getting cryopreserved [46,47], without delay in initiation of systemic therapy. Therefore it is important that breast surgical oncologist imparts knowledge of fertility information at initial visit [48]. Both as per Guidelines of American Society of clinical oncology as well as those of ASRM it is mandatory [42,49]. We report a case report where such recommendations were not followed in an infertile woman and thus forced to use donor egg ivf.

Case Report

A 40 year old patient reported in November 2013 with history of primary infertility 13years along with history of having been operated for breast cancer in 2006. Operation notes showed she had a breast conservative surgery with axillary clearance (BCS with AC). Histopathological report revealed a tumour size of 2cm x 1.5cm x 1cm. All surgical margins were positive for tumour grade III. Axillary clearance showed 5out of 24 lymph nodes being positive for tumor 5/24. Hormone Receptor study showed ER-negative PR-negative, HER2/neu-was strongly positive. Metastasis study was negative making it STAGE III T1c, pN2M0. Patient was given 6 cycles of CEP cytotoxic chemotherapy (CCT-CEP regimen at 3 weekly intervals-injection cyclophosphamide150mg, epirucisicin-150mg, inj 5fluouracil (5-FU) 150mg. After completion of CEP cytotoxic CT, she was given 28 fractions of external beam radiotherapy and has been on follow up regarding breast cancer spread. Since she had completed 5 year survival period she was taken up for fertility treatment after thoroughly working her up for cancer status and as expected with her receiving heavy chemotherapy and radiotherapy she was a candidate for donor egg ivf with ovaries showing low antral count, as no attempts had been done to either preserve her ovaries or an attempt on ivf and cryofreezing her embryos/eggs since she had an azospermic husband or an IVM and now as expected her AMH showed loss of eggs although we took her for straight donor eggs after ensuring her ER status and PR status, with her having got tests for AMH outside and although she was having periods in view of her receiving multiple chemotherapeutic regimens followed by radiotherapy .After synchronizing her cycles with that of a donor we attempted donor egg ivf and inserted 2 Grade A embryos with donor eggs as well as donor sperms but despite a good endometrium of 9.5mm and negative EB PCR she did not conceive and after that she refused further treatment due to financial reasons.

Discussion

Although strongly positive for HER2 this patient was a good candidate for transztuzumab with CCT but due to its non-availability in India she received CCT along with brachytherapy. She had shown a good 5yr survival due to that. But since she was a case of primary infertility no attempt was done before starting her anti-cancer treatment with the modern approaches of trying to either cryopreserve her ovarian tissue [47-51] -or if not possible to slightly delay treatment and try a cycle of IVF and cryofreeze embryos [52]and transfer after patient has crossed 2-3 years of tumor free period/IVM treatment [53], which is the ideal treatment for patients receiving chemotherapy specially like cyclophosphamide which is known to accelerate development of POF, checking by AMH status [54] along with having teratogenic effects and further radiotherapy which is expected to knock off fertility as per protocols both by American College of oncologists as well as committee of the American Society of Reproductive Medicine (ASRM) [42,49]. Although legal issues were not to be sorted out and ethical allowance restricts it in safe hands only [55].
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